Stay SHARP
Beat the hate
The FIVE essential
ways to protect
yourself for FREE from
social hate and abuse
Free download

Dedicated to making Social
Media social again

When hate hits it can be hard
knowing where to start.
Abuse can come out of nowhere on
social media, and suddenly you need to
be an expert.
You need to know what settings to switch on and how to do it on
each social network. You need to know how to manage your
emotions so you don't react and make the situation worse. You
need to know your rights so you can take effective action.

But when the hate hits, who has the brain
space to deal with that?
That's why we created this guide to help you navigate the A-toZ of handling hate and abuse on social media. To teach you how
to stay SHARP.
We're Arwen. We automatically remove hate, toxicity and
unwanted content from social media. To beat hate, you have to
understand it, and know how to take it on. We wanted to share
our expertise with you.
Hope it's useful. Stay strong ✌🏽

The Arwen Team

Stay SHARP
Beat the hate
There are a range of things we can all do to protect ourselves from
hate. At Arwen, we like to say that to fight the hate, you need to
stay SHARP.
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At Arwen we don't just believe Social Media
is a good thing, we believe it’s a great thing!
You need to know what settings to switch on and how to do
it on each social network. You need to know how to
manage your emotions so you don't react and make the
situation worse. You need to know your rights so you can
take effective action.
Social media inspires us all in many wonderful and
unexpected ways, connecting us to like-minded people
and supporting vibrant communities. We believe everyone
has the right to participate in social media free from abuse
or the fear of threat.
Sadly, a small but growing group of people are intent on
using social media to attack and harm others.
We believe in free speech. We also believe in the right of
individuals to protect themselves from abuse and hate.

People are free to their opinions, but each of
us has the right to close the front door if that
turns into hate or abuse.

That's why Arwen exists.
Arwen uses artificial intelligence to
automatically remove hate and toxic
content from social media, giving
each and every one of us the ability to
protect ourselves and our community,
so we are all free to participate in
positive ways.

Settings
How to max-out the
networks' 19 different
protection settings

The Social Platforms’ rules on hate,
toxic content and online abuse vary
widely. And where they do have
them, they can be confusing,
unclear and contradictory.

That makes it’s hard to know what to expect on
each platform, and to get your settings right for
each of them. It’s also difficult to demand that
each network enforce their rules fairly when most
can’t even figure out what those rules are
supposed to be.
This is made doubly difficult when each network
is often based in a legal jurisdiction different from
your own, and perhaps even from the one where
the hate is coming from. However, various
functions do exist and with a bit of digging and
application, they can be put to effective use.

Twitter
Twitter doesn’t really like things being deleted, but it
has provided a number of ways to tackle hate and
abuse on the network:
Hide a reply to one of your tweets
Open the menu in the top right of the tweet > Tap "Hide Reply." (This hides it from everyone
in your community, though they can see it if they click the unhide button)

Unfollow, hide, mute, block, or report a user
Navigate to their profile > Open the menu in the top right > Select the action you want to take.
(You can also perform some of these functions from the menu in the top right of a particular
tweet.)

Avoid posts that a particular user retweets
Navigate to their profile > Open the menu in the top right > Tap "Turn Off Retweets."

Tell Twitter you're not interested in a tweet
Open the menu in the top right of the tweet > Tap "Not Interested In This Tweet."

Filter tweets containing specific words
Open the menu in the top left by tapping your avatar > Settings And Privacy > Privacy And
Safety > Muted > Muted Words > Hit the plus icon to add a word, then choose how long you
want it blocked from your feed

For warnings on "sensitive" content
Open the menu in the top left by tapping your avatar > Settings And Privacy > Privacy And
Safety > Switch off the toggle for “Display Media That May Contain Sensitive Content.” (The
term "sensitive" covers certain sexual or violent posts that don't violate company policy, but
that some users may want to avoid. The platform will ask you before showing each post.)

Twitter
Limit who can respond to your tweets
As you're composing a tweet, tap "Everyone Can Reply" > Select the action
you want to take.

Report a tweet
Open the menu in the top right of the tweet > Tap "Report Tweet."

Instagram
Unlike Twitter, Instagram lets you delete your
own content and some of the content other people
put into your community:
Mute, restrict, or unfollow a user
Navigate to their profile > Tap the “Following” menu > Tap the action you want to take.
(Muting a user keeps their posts off your feed. Restricting a user prevents other people from
seeing their comments on your posts, and lets you read direct messages they send without
them knowing.)

Block offensive comments, filter certain words
Go to your own profile by clicking the icon in the bottom right > Open the menu in the top
right > Settings > Privacy > Comments > Hide Offensive Comments. (On the same menu, you
can also use the Manual Filter to type in words you want to block.)

Report a post
Tap the three-dot menu icon in the top right of the post > Report

Report a story
Tap the three-dot menu icon in the “Send Message” field > Report.

Report or block a user
Navigate to their profile > Tap the three-dot menu icon in the top right > Tap “Block” or
“Report.”

Facebook
Though sometimes tricky to find and organise,
Facebook make available a range of settings within both
the app and desktop versions:
Block or unfriend a user
Go to their page > Click the three-dot menu icon near the top right of the profile > Choose
“Block.” To unfriend them, use the adjacent menu with the person-shaped icon and select
“Unfriend.” (If you don’t block them they can still contact you, and you may see them around
the site.)

Unfollow or snooze a user or a group
Open the menu in the top right corner of one of their posts on your timeline > Select
“Unfollow” or “Snooze.” (This will let you stay friends or remain in a group without seeing the
user's posts on your timeline. You can unfollow using the menu near the top right of a user’s
or a group’s page.)

Leave a group
Go to the group’s page > Click the three-dot menu icon near the top right of the page’s profile >
Click "Leave Group."

Report a post
Open the menu in the top right corner of one the post > Click on "Find Support Or Report Post."

Report a user or a group
Navigate to their page > Click the three dot menu icon near the top right of the profile > Report.

See fewer posts like the one you’re looking at
Open the menu in the top right corner of the post > Hide Post.

Arwen removes all the hard
work by giving you one
place to manage your
settings, across all your
social networks.
You guys are seamless. Arwen is
removing exactly the sort of toxic
content we want removed.

Social Media Team Manager
Manchester City FC

Visit www.arwen.ai to
get started for FREE

Help
Know where to get help
when hate strikes

Getting help
Many of our customers come to us in a time of crisis, when they’re
overwhelmed by an attack or surge in hate, which is why this step is
about knowing where to get help.
No matter how good you get with your settings, they’re unlikely to be fool
proof. Alas, haters are gonna hate, and the very dedicated trolls will be creative
about getting round the settings. We see plenty of examples of this dark
creativity.
If you need support, reach out to your friends and family for support in the
offline world. They’ll help you get perspective. Or, if you’d prefer to remain
anonymous, there are plenty of other sources of help out there.
Here are a few:
Help for anyone and everyone
Samaritans

116123

samaritans.org

Whatever you're going through, a
Samaritan will face it with you

Support Line

01708 765200

supportline.org.uk

Aimed at those who are isolated, at risk,
vulnerable and victims of any form of abuse

SARI

01708 765200

saricharity.org.uk

Provides free and confidential support
for anyone who is a victim of hate crime

0808 800 0082
Equality Advisory
and Support Service

equalityhuman
rights.com

Promoting and upholding equality and
human rights ideals and laws

Victim Support UK

victimsupport.org.uk

Provides emotional and practical help
to victims or witnesses of any crime,
whether or not it has been reported to
the police

counsellingdirectory.org.uk

Connects people to counsellors
experienced with hate and abuse

England
0808 16 89 111
Northern Ireland
028 9024 3133
Scotland
0800 160 1985

Abuse Counselling
Services

01708 765200

Getting help
For children and young adults
Childline

0800 1111

childline.org.uk

Free, private and confidential service
where you can talk about anything

National Bullying
Helpline

England
0300 323 0169

nationalbullying
helpline.co.uk

Information and advice for anyone
dealing with bullying

Respect Me

Scotland

respectme.org.uk

Practical advice and guidance on
dealing with bullying behaviour

ditchthelabel.org

Help navigating mental health and
bullying, identity and relationships

saferinternet.org.uk

Helping children and young people
stay safe online

Ditch the Label
UK Safer
Internet Centre

0344 800 2382

Getting help
For specific groups
Tell Mama

0800 456 1226

tellmamauk.org

Independent and confidential support
service for those facing anti-muslim hate
and prejudice

The Monitoring
Group

020 7582 7438

tmg-uk.org

Committed to eradicating racism and
discrimination in our society

Friends Families
and Travellers

01273 234 777

gypsy-traveller.org

Getting a fair deal for Gypsies, Roma
and Travellers

Galop

020 7704 2040

galop.org.uk

LGBT+ Hate Crime Helpline

Age UK

0800 678 1602

ageuk.org.uk

Advice to older generations on all
matters

dialuk.info

Disability Information and Advice Line

sophielancaster
foundation.com

Challenging the prejudice and intolerance
towards people from alternative
subcultures

adl.org

To stop the defamation of the Jewish
people

jewishcare.org

to listen to your worries or concerns
however big or small, be they social,
financial, religious or personal

DIAL
Sophie Lancaster
Foundation

01706 216969

Anti Defamation
League
Jewish Care
Helpline

0800 652 9249

By removing hateful
messages in under a second,
Arwen effectively silences
the haters. By telling you
who your repeat offenders
are, Arwen helps you take
action to stamp out hate.

Arwen is brilliant!
Doctor
UN Vaccine Confidence Project

Visit www.arwen.ai to
get started for FREE

Awareness
Understand how hate
triggers weird
reactions

Awareness
The instinct to look at the hate you get is very natural
Many of Arwen’s customers are embarrassed to admit that they look at the
hateful messages they receive. They don’t want to see it and know it’s not good
for them, but they can’t help it. It’s like when you pass a car crash on the
motorway – we can’t help ourselves but look. Why is this?

The theory behind this morbid curiosity is
that we are hard wired to be very sensitive
to hate, as for the majority of our
evolutionary history, hate has been a red
flag that our social standing is at risk. And
in a small tribe on the savannah,
surrounded by very real threats, being
kicked out of the group is a really bad idea.
So we’ve learnt to be very alert to hate and
to study it when it does come up.
But the majority of us do not live in small
tribes anymore and our village is global.
Social media helps us connect with others
on the other side of the planet, but it also
allows people we have never met to send us
messages of hate. In most cases there is no
real threat from these strangers, but we are
hard-wired to need to check them out
anyway.

So go easy on yourself when you find yourself peaking at the
bad stuff. We literally survived as a race because we treat
hate seriously. It’s a natural instinct. It just needs some
mindful management.

Awareness
Hate can be felt as physically as pain
Let’s stay with our evolutionary biology for a moment, as it really helps explain why hate
literally hurts us.
Have you ever noticed when you’re facing something you fear, like public speaking or taking a
flight, you literally feel your anxiety in your body? This is because your body is deeply
connected to your sense system. When you see a potential threat, your body is wired to overreact to it. After all, over-reacting to a every threat is a good idea. If you under reacted just once
and it turned out there was a sabre-tooth tiger coming up behind you, you’d be dead.
Over-reacting is a great survival strategy. Problem is, our world is full of perceived threats. And
as we said, social threats like hate are experienced just as physically as physical threats.
When we go into this over-react mode, our brains
automatically flood our bodies with the hormones
adrenalin and cortisol. These put every muscle
and instinct into over-drive, enabling our bodies
to react at light speed, way faster than our
conscious minds could ever do. So when we’re on
the receiving end of hate, our instincts take over
leading us into “fight, flight, freeze of faint” mode.

FIGHT
The hate inflames
our sense of
injustice and we
immediately fight
back to survive,
engaging with the
haters and often
feeding the flames

FLIGHT
We run from the
social network,
shutting down our
accounts, and
effectively giving in
to the haters,
regardless of
whether we enjoy
or get value from
social media

FREEZE
We tighten up,
petrified of what
might happen, but
feeling unable to
escape. The modern
equivalent of this is
anxiety, often
becoming chronic if
not dealt with

FAINT
we feel so
overwhelmed by
the threat, that we
basically shut down
and ‘play dead’, as
predators dislike
dead meat. The
theory is
depression has
evolved from this

Yasmine Galernon
@yasmineg

Hate can only exist
where people refuse
to speak out against it

Responses
Know your rights and
respond safely &
effectively

Responses
Hit pause - don't react - take a breath
When we react to online hate, our fast brain has already taken over and the
outcome is often emotional and irrational. The hate is perceived as an
immediate threat by our brain, leading to a fight-or-flight response. We’ve all
done this – those moments when we lash out in anger, without really
considering what’s going on - often only making a bad situation worse as a
social media ‘pile-on’ mushrooms out of control.
Responding on the other hand is you putting
your slower, more considered brain in the
driving seat. To respond is to stand back, take
perspective and be objective. So when you feel
yourself reacting to a hateful message, take a
breath and ask yourself:
What’s happening out there and in me?
I can see someone’s messaged me, but what
emotions am I now bringing to the table? Often
haters play on our insecurities, so it can help to
recognise them.
Am I really under threat?
Do I know this person and is there actual
reason to feel threatened? Very often the threat
is social, not physical. That doesn't diminish all
the impact, but it can bring perspective.
What do I want my response to be?
If I react as my instincts tell me, what would
that lead to? It helps to write on a bit of paper
what you'd like to say in response online - that
way you get it out of your system, allowing you
to get past it.

The curse of THE
notification!!!
Social media is 24/7. Humans are not. Every time your
phone pings you get a dose of adrenalin. Add in hate
and you're on high alert. Try turning off notifications
in full or at certain times of the day or week.

The key is to recognise your instinct to react and convert that into a
considered intention to respond. The former often feeds the haters,
whereas the latter feeds you.

Responses
Silence can be your best response
You’ll have heard the saying: "Don't feed the trolls."
The research supports this. We know trolls are
sadists – they want to hurt you and get pleasure from
it. And instinctively we want to go to battle with the
people who are threatening us. The temptation is to
go on the attack into a war of words.
Forewarned is forewarned, as the saying goes. Just
knowing you may encounter cyberhate is helpful.
And if you do end up getting trolled, keep in mind
trolls are looking for your weakest point. It feels
personal – but in fact it isn't. To them, it's business.
They are just trying to get at you any way they can.

Of all the weapons available to you in the fight
against hate, ironically it’s silence that is one of
the fiercest.
No reaction means they are failing. And it
infuriates them.
Let's be clear about this though: it doesn't
mean being silenced. Keep doing whatever it is
you are doing. Just don't react to the cyberhate

Silence is a great
source of strength
Lao Tzu

Responses
Don't just ignore them, and don't just delete their comments. With a bit of effort,
there are a number of ways you can take action against haters and trolls
Report to the network
One of the first steps you should take is to report any abuse directly to the social media
network itself. If there is a pattern of abuse, or if the abuse is so bad, the network might
decide to ban the user or help you block them seeing your content. Although data suggests
that, for whatever reason, this can be a slow process and doesn’t always lead to the desired
outcome, it is your first option to resolve an issue.
Find out how in the Settings
section of this document

Know your legal rights
UK law provides plenty of protections against hate and other forms of toxic content. If you
think you might be on the receiving end of illegal attacks, it's well worth knowing your
rights.
It may well be the case that the offending content gives
rise to civil claims under the provisions in:

Other forms of criminal prosecution could fall
under provisions contained in:

The Defamation Act 2013,
The Protection from Harassment Act 1997,
The Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988,
The Human Rights Act 1998,
The Data Protection Act 2018, and
The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016.

The Protection from Harassment Act
1997,
The Malicious Communications Act 1988,
Section 127 of the Communications Act
2003, and
The Computer Misuse Act 1990.

Contact your
local police.

Report a hate crime
www.stophateuk.org

Get legal advice at
citizensadvice.org.uk

Keep records
of messages

Arwen automatically tells you who your repeat offenders are,
keeps a record of all their toxic messages (even if they've
been deleted on a social network), and simplifies the above
process of reporting users to the networks and authorities.
Arwen also offers a range of plug-in services from our leading
partner legal firms, who can manage private prosecution
cases on your behalf.

I could not recommend
Arwen more. Their work
makes my social media a
much better, healthier place
to interact. I'm a big fan.

Rosie Jones
Comedian

Visit www.arwen.ai to
get started for FREE

Power up
Access tools to put
you back in control

Power up
Managing the hate, toxicity and unwanted content you receive is a lot of work.
We created Arwen to make it easy for you.

SMART FILTERING

Arwen is powered by the latest AI ‘scan-and-mute’
technologies. Go beyond basic filtering of words, to capture
emojis, images and full context. You can refine the filters to
suit your needs and then Arwen does the rest.
UNIVERSAL

Arwen manages all your social networks from one place. No
more maintaining individual lists of key words to filter on each
social network, such as twitter, Instagram and Facebook
ALWAYS ON

Arwen runs day and night, 24/7, because social media never
sleeps. Rest in the knowledge that you’re always protected
TAKE ACTION

Arwen provides you with data analytics and reports so you can
see where the abuse is coming from to take considered and
objective action: report people to the network, sanction repeat
offenders, report them for public prosecution, or undertake
private prosecution

Arwen
One tool to automatically
manage hate and toxic
content across all your
social media channels

You guys are seamless. Arwen is
removing exactly the sort of
toxic content we want removed

Arwen is brilliant!
UN Vaccine
Confidence Team

ManCity FC

I could not recommend Arwen
more. Their work makes social
media a much better, healthier
place to interact. I'm a big fan.
Rosie Jones, Comedian

How Arwen works
1.Collects

Securely collects
content from Twitter,
Facebook and
Instagram

Captures words, emojis
and mis-spellings, across
multiple languages
We're always adding
new social networks

2.Classifies

Reviews every item
to detect 23 types
of hate and
unwanted content

Including...
Physical Shaming Racism
Identify Attack
Profanity
Sexual Orientation Sexual Aggression
Arwen also filters
Spam and Bots

3.Manages

Hide, mute or
block the item
automatically in
under a second

Preventing single items
mushrooming into out-ofcontrol pile-ons

Advanced analytics
coming soon

4.Act

Get started
for free

Gives you simple
tools to tackle the
root cause of hate

Find your repeat offenders and block
them, report them to the network,
introduce sanctions, and publicly /
privately prosecute illegality

www.arwen.ai

Dedicated to making Social
Media social again

CONTACT
Let us help you make a stand against toxicity.
Contact us now to discuss your social media content needs.
info@arwen.ai

01252 279665

www.arwen.ai
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